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g. The South Australian government promotes research in their State that
investigates/researches concepts surrounding the recycling and reuse of materials.
h. The short term priority should be recycling of products which use high levels of energy
when produced from virgin materials. "The British Plastics Federation told us that it takes
75% less energy to make a plastic bottle from recycled material than virgin materials."
(footnote reference 3)
i. Encourage new ideas from the public, businesses and industry, support them in
implementation and help disseminate this information to promote good practice. Ideas such
as using banana or fig leaves as the wrappings for fresh foods might need government
support with respect to food handling codes.
Long termPlease look at the Swedish system for a functioning, efficient long term solution (see
footnote reference 4). This country has less than half the population of Australia and only 2
million more than Victoria's population. Victoria can achieve this with government direction.
The website in footnote reference 5 presents some good ideas: Tax reductions for repairing
items,a small direction committee consisting of manufacturers, government, universities and
waste management bodies and another body to help government change behaviors.
The waste management system should not be looked at in isolation. Consideration needs to
be made to influence all consumers to ‘reduce, reuse, recycle, repurpose, repair, refurbish,
compost’.
Consumer demand must increase for products designed and used for a cradle to cradle
system, not just cradle to grave. Government implemented strategies are needed to influence
this demand.
4. Strategies to reduce waste generation are: public education, product stewardship,
container/bottle deposits, banning single use plastics (being implemented in Chinese Hainan
government, New York city, New Zealand, and many other countries and states of
countries), government procurement policies which favour goods/products made from
recycled materials (such as in the procurement process these items have a 20% 'favourable'
factor added for every % recycled materials used).
5. Look into the Swedish recycling system, see references 4 and 5 below.
6. No comment
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